
Release Notes 

The SmartList Builder upgrade follows the supported upgrade paths from 2010 and 2013 that 
are available for Microsoft Dynamics GP.  You can find these on PartnerSource or 
CustomerSource in the Upgrading to Microsoft Dynamics GP 2015 Hot Topic.  

SmartList Builder and Navigation List Builder will work with the Microsoft Dynamics GP 2015 
Web Client.  Excel Report Builder and Drill Down Builder are not available on the Web Client. 

 

Installing 

If you are currently using Microsoft Dynamics GP 2015, you just need to run through installation 
steps for this new build of SmartList Builder.  The documentation on how to install can be found 
in the SmartList Builder Manual in Section 2. 

 

Upgrading 

If you are currently using Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 or 2013, SmartList Builder will need to be 
run through the update process.  The documentation on how to upgrade can be found in the 
SmartList Builder Manual in Section 3.  Please be sure to review these steps as there is a process 
that needs to be followed to update correctly. 

 

Registration Keys 

After installing this SmartList Builder build, you will need registration keys for it.  These keys are 
available from your Partner or by calling eOne at 888-319-3663. 

 

Fix List 
14.00.0024 

 Add Calculated Field window displaying incorrect 

 Modified Receivables Transactions - Posted Date displaying incorrect 

 Refresh Lists clearing Extender objects from setup 

 Linking SQL script to GP table in Navigation List Builder doesn't save table 

 Modifying the Account Transactions list causes fields to be incorrect 

 Table Finder not integrating with Table Security 

 Improper join created by SLB when joining SQL Script to table 

 Project Accounting Employee Expense Inquiry Zoom Built-In Goto does not work 

 
14.00.0023 

 Requisition SmartList table types don't return any fields 

 Calculation details don't import from web 



 Quotes for prospects don't display on modified Sales Transactions SmartList 

 Edit field setting for multiple fields removes summary options 

 Edit of SQL Script in Excel Report Builder opens Add GP Table Window 

 Adding Extender fields to SmartList Builder Report and displaying them in SmartList 

causes entire SmartList to fail 

 Drill Down doesn't work in Navigation List Builder 

 Double click in SmartList Builder SmartList does not work to open default Go To 

 Navigation List Builder giving error on Microsoft Dynamics GP 2015 R2 

 
14.00.0019: 

 Table Finder preview displaying all records 

 
 
14.00.0018: 

 NULL values in views for modified lists and SmartLists as table type 

 Navigation Lists showing incorrect in Security Task Window 

 Links on Extender window when automatically added in Smartlist Bulder are not setup 

 Refresh Lists trying to insert instead of update List items 

 Batch Number on Modified Inventory Transactions SmartList 

 Modified SmartLists show up in Security list twice 

 Modified Payables Transactions SmartList returns different data than original 

 Current Date restriction 

 Security to Navigation Lists display issues 

 Payroll SmartLists return Vacation time incorrectly when modified 

 Decimal places on modified Item Quantities SmartList 

 
14.00.0016: 

 Workaround for Microsoft Dynamics GP Web Client issue in January 2015 Tax Update 

 
14.00.0015: 

 8 new features added – see manual for more details 

 Built-in GoTo does not pass data when using Multicompany 

 Rpt_Sales Manager database role missing from Permissions 

 Error modifying default Receiving Line Items SmartList 

 New and Modified button available even if don't have access to SmartList Builder 

 Print button made available on setups 

 Add Link window does not show the field name if the Display name is changed 

 List Fields don't summarize to show text value 

 Fax field not working when modify Sales Line Items 



 Multicompany not working with SQL Script 

 Restrictions removing decimal places 

 Aging bucket comes in as integer when modify Receivables Transaction list 

 Display Account Number option hard codes Excel Report to the company it is created in 

 Extender detail fields not being returned 

 
14.00.0004: 

 This release is a compatibility release to allow Extender to be compatible with Microsoft 

Dynamics GP 2015. There are no additional enhancements included. 

 


